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Abstract. On the basis of national
research data on the schoolchildren’
achievements and on the grounds of
a secondary analysis of the gained
information the article deals with
operation of educational software in

Introduction
Currently, information technology integration into
educational practice is very wide and embraces a number of
fields the computers in which are applied as the means of
teaching, communication etc. (Anderson, Collis, 1993; Holmes,
Savage & Tangney, 2000). The concept Information Technology
involves environment related to the human and organizational
aspects where computer is the key element. The other
concepts including educational software, computers and the
latest technologies have a narrower meaning and are used
interchangeably in the article: in all cases they have the most
general meaning of the concept information technology.
When summarizing the variety of information technology
applied in educational practice, the following trends can be
marked: 1) learning about the computer; 2) learning from the
computer; 3) learning with the computer (Jonassen, 1996).
Conceptual verification of the information technology
integration process into educational practice passes through
four stages: initial, operation, integration and alteration
(UNESCO, 1994). The initial stage focuses on computers and
software. The next stage involves practical operation of
information technology in the majority of educational subjects.
A number of countries worldwide are still in this stage – a part
of them have just entered, the others – have nearly finished it
(UNESCO, 2002). The third stage embraces practical operation
of information technology in all educational subjects and
integrated teaching and learning. Learning in the last stage
becomes a continuous process and public position on learning
changes (Dagienë, 2004). The above mentioned stages of
information technology integration are characteristic of
educational practice in schools and other establishment

the process of teaching world study
in primary school and different
natural sciences in basic school. It has
been established that in comparison
with science lessons provided in
basic school educational software is
often enough followed during the
classes on world study in primary
school. Primary educational software
is regularly used in the city site and
regional centre schools while in the
rural area it is very rare. On the
opposite of the city site schools,
basic educational software is widely
employed in the rural area.
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institutions of all countries (Lamanauskas, 2005).
Information technology in educational practice in Lithuania started to be operated at the
end of the 9th decade of the 20th century. In the initial stage, close attention was devoted to
computers and software. Having started the process of computerization, computer equipment
at school was supposed to have been the main idea. The results of the first stage of information
technology were summarized in the first international research Information Technology at
School undertaken by the IEA (International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement) in 1997-1999 / SITES M1 (Second Information Technology in Education Study).
The international study SITES M1 tried to clarify the level of school computerization as
well as the situation on how information technology operated in different concentres of
comprehensive school – primary, basic and secondary school. After Lithuania joined this
international investigation, a refusal to examine information technology operated in primary
school in terms of insufficient computer supply was taken into consideration (Markauskaite,
2000). Therefore, the study SITES M1 in Lithuania was pursued only in basic and secondary
school.
The second stage of the study (SITES M2) took place in 1999-2001. It was quality-based
research intended to exhaustively analyze the best examples of information technology,
particularly educational software applied in educational practice (Kurilovas, 2003).
International research in Lithuania was supported by the study of operation and
implementation of information technology (2003). It was carried out in schools which had obtained
educational software applied for teaching sciences including chemistry (Crocodile chemistry),
physics (Crocodile technology), mathematics (Dynamic Geometry) and informatics (Komenskij
logo) (The introduced educational software is being used in various foreign countries and is
recommended to be applied in Lithuanian comprehensive schools by the Ministry of Education
and Science of the Republic of Lithuania.).The investigation revealed insufficient operation of
educational software teaching chemistry, physics, mathematics and informatics. It was
established that despite some schools had purchased educational software, they employed
them very rarely.
Along the above mentioned research on information technology, a few local investigations
the authors of which are the teachers of comprehensive and higher schools have been conducted
(Giedraitienë-Lileikienë, 2001). The local studies most frequently discuss the didactic aspects of
information technology operation. The conclusions of these studies are coincident with those
made by the investigators of other countries. Information technology operation in the educational
process can positively influence schoolchildren’s results (Ainley at all., 2003; Suanpang, 2004),
provisions and their communication with teachers and peers (Fountain, Thomson, 2001, Pelgrum,
2001; Neo, 2003).
The survey of literature indicates that the second stage of information technology in
educational practice of teaching sciences in Lithuanian comprehensive school and the process of
this stage in comprehensive schools of other Baltic states has quite a few common features.
Research shows that recently information technology in Estonian comprehensive school is applied
for teaching informatics as well as other subjects (Hakkarainen et all., 2000; Kurm, 2003).
However, operation of information technology in educational practice of various subjects is not
frequent and is used by a small number of teachers. More often educational software operates
in Estonian primary rather than in basic school (Smeets et all, 1999). Research carried out in
Latvia disclosed the preconditions of insufficient information technology operation in educational
practice of the country including lack of specific programs, need of technological and didactic
knowledge of program operation, shortage of financial motion (Kangro, 2004).
The operation of educational software in educational practise depends on technical base
i.e. school supply with computers and educational software. The study SITES M1 (1998) pointed
out that the majority of comprehensive schools (60–80%) used educational software applied
for exact and natural sciences (mathematics, physics and informatics) while the humanities,
social sciences and integrated teaching were devoted scant attention. Therefore, this
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investigation has been based on the analysis of the frequency of operation of educational
software in educational practice of teaching sciences.
Sciences are taught in different types of Lithuanian comprehensive school: primary school
(concentre 1, forms 1 to 4), basic school (concentre 2, forms 5 to 10) and secondary school
(concentre 3, forms 11 and 12). National research was undertaken in primary and basic school.
Primary school (form 4) offers an integrated course in sciences called world study. Basic school
(form 8) has different sciences including physics, chemistry and biology.
Research carried out by the Lithuanian Centre of Information Technologies of Education
indicates that in 2003, the computer to learners ratio in the primary school concentre was 1 to
32 while in basic school it remained 1 to 19 (Lithuanian education, 2004). According to the data,
it is supposed to think that better preconditions on employing educational software prevail in
basic rather than in primary school.
A summary of the results obtained from national research (national and international)
on information technology operation at institutional level reveals that the studies analysed
information technology operation only in two concentres of comprehensive school – basic and
secondary school. However, no analysis of information technology operation in primary school
was performed. There is lack of research on information technology operation in the process of
teaching different subjects including sciences. No studies of information technology operation
in differently located comprehensive schools (city site, regional centre, rural area) are undertaken.
The above mentioned preconditions have revealed the problem of our research which is
to establish difference in frequencies of operation of educational software in educational practice
of teaching sciences in primary and basic school as well as in comprehensive schools located in
the city site, regional centre and rural area. This issue has determined the aim of research which
is to discover the frequency of operation of educational software in educational practice of
teaching natural sciences following the below indications: a concentre of comprehensive school
(primary school, basic school), location (schools located in the city site, regional centre and rural
area), different subject (physics, chemistry, biology). The object of research is operation of
educational software in the educational practice teaching sciences in primary and basic school.

Methodology of Research
Pedagogical and Psychological Preconditions
Most frequently information technology integration into educational practice can be supported
by two trends of pedagogical psychology which are behaviourism and cognitive psychology which
is the basis of a constructive pattern of teaching (Markauskaitë, 2000).
When analysing operation of educational software in educational practice of teaching sciences,
the article discusses both psychological trends. On the one hand, in terms of behaviourism, operation
of educational software is useful in the process of teaching mechanical skills, helps to individualize
teaching and ensures cognitive feedback (Gage, Berliner, 1994; Ozmon, Craver, 1996). On the other
hand, in terms of constructionism, operation of educational software is efficient if helping to apply
gained knowledge in different situations, developing thinking abilities at higher level and encouraging
the processes of intensive learning (Ainley, Arthur, Macklin & Rigby, 2003; Mooij & Smeets, 2001).
Instruments of Research
In order to establish the frequency of operation of educational software in educational
practice of teaching sciences in primary and basic school, a new survey has not been conducted.
The data provided in the account of national research on the 4th and 8th formers’ achievements
has been used (National research on the 4th and 8th formers’ achievements, 2003). Brief reasoning
is employed.
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The basic aims of national research on schoolchildren’s achievements are to ensure feedback
on the implementation of the main goals of developing Lithuanian education, on the creation of
a successful effective educational system and on maintaining education quality. National research
on 4th and 8th formers’ achievements carried out in 2003 was undertaken as a multiple part of
school program development that had been started in 2002. The account provides analysis of
how achievements on the mother tongue, mathematics, science and social education mainly
corresponds to the requirements of the General Programs and Educational Standards, explains
school life atmosphere, points out to the load of homework, evaluation of learning results and
application of teaching aids in educational practice. It can be emphasized that the national
research account on schoolchildren’s achievements (National research on the 4th and 8th formers’
achievements, 2003) does not concentrate on operation of educational software in the process
of teaching sciences. However, the collected data allows to evaluate operation of educational
software in the process of teaching sciences in primary and basic school in general as well as
following the indications given in our research: a concentre of comprehensive school (primary
school, basic school), location (schools located in the city site, regional centre and rural area),
different subject (physics, chemistry, biology).
A secondary analysis has been based on the database presented in the account of national
research, and therefore our sampling of the respondents and a model of the sample are
equivalent to sampling of national research and the model of the sample. Thus, brief information
on the model of the sample of national research is imparted. A pattern of the sample of
national research was chosen and the sample itself was performed under the methods applied
in international research IEA (International Association of the Educational Achievement). A
random sample of schoolchildren was applied for the purpose of research. A family random
sample was chosen as the principle of sampling i.e. all the learners rather than individual students
of the same form were randomly sampled to participate in the survey. 2253 fourth-formers
from 117 schools and 2717 eighth-formers from 124 schools were involved into national sampling
in 2003.
The secondary analysis of the data presented in the account of national research on
schoolchildren’s achievements is based on the information about operation of educational
software in primary and basic school only. When answering the national research question
about operation of educational software during the classes in world study, the 4th formers were
allowed to choose a single answer: frequently, rarely, almost never, never. When answering the
national research question about operation of educational software during science classes
(referring to the single subjects including physics, chemistry, biology), the 8th formers were also
given a possibility to single out one version: never, rarely, frequently, almost every lesson.
In order to compare the respondents’ answers about operation of educational software in
different concentres of comprehensive school, the rates of the rank ‘never’ (never uses
educational software) have been used. Information on the rates of the rank ‘never’ makes
available information about the rate of operation of educational software. The intensity
(frequently, rarely, almost every lesson, almost never) of operation of educational software is
not researched.

Results of Research
Operation of Educational software in Primary School during the Process of Teaching Sciences
Having analysed the data provided in the account of national research, the rates of operation
of educational software in primary school have been established (form 4). In addition, the rates of
program operation considering school status according to the location (city site, regional centre,
rural area) have been confirmed (Table 1).
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The rates of schoolchildren‘s evaluation of operation of educational software during
the classes in world study (N = 2253)

Operation format

Location

Complete data(%)
City site (%)

Regional centre (%)

Rural area (%)

Do not use

45.6

44.0

41.8

52.2

Use

54.4

56.0

58.2

47.8

The data indicates that 54% of the primary school respondents operated educational software
during the classes in world study. The comparison of the operation rates of educational software
considering school status depending on the location draws that more frequently the schools of the
city site (56%) and regional centre (58%) rather than those of the rural area (48%) apply
educational software during the classes in world study.

Operation of Educational software in Basic School during the Process of Teaching Sciences
Operation of educational software in basic school during the process of teaching sciences
including biology, chemistry and physics has been researched. The data on operation of educational
software during the classes in biology, chemistry and physics stored in the account of national
research on schoolchildren‘s achievements have been collected. The obtained information has
been processed under two features: 1) do not operate educational software; 2) operate educational
software. Moreover, the rates of program operation considering school status agreeably to the
location (city site, regional centre, rural area) have been confirmed (Table 2).
Table 2.

The rates of schoolchildren‘s evaluation of operation of educational software during
the classes in science education (N = 2717)
Location

Subjects

Operation
format

Complete
data(%)

City site (%)

Regional centre (%)

Rural area (%)

Biology

Do not use

58.7

60.1

61.4

52.3

Use

41.3

39.9

38.6

47.7

Chemistry

Do not use

67.4

68.4

70.4

61.1

Use

32.6

31.6

29.6

38.9

Do not use

69.2

71.4

70.4

63.9

Use

30.8

28.6

29.6

36.1

Physics

The grounds of a secondary analysis show that most frequently (41% of the respondents)
educational software is applied during the classes in biology. However, the programs are very rare
during the classes in physics (31% of the respondents) in the group of compared sciences.
Research on operation of educational software considering school status according to the
location proves that they are more frequently applied during the classes in sciences in schools of
the rural area rather than in those of the regional centre. A rate deviation during the classes in
physics is 7%, during the classes in chemistry – 9% and during the classes in biology – 9%. The rates
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of operation of educational software during the classes in sciences in schools of the city site and
regional have a slight deviation (1-2 %).
Comparison of Operation of Educational software in Primary and Basic School
The rates of operation of educational software during the classes in sciences in basic school
(Table 2) and during the classes in world study in primary school (Table 1) show that in all cases of
comparison, educational software is more frequently applied during the latter classes. There is a
single case of evaluation when the operation rates in primary school of the rural area (47.8%)
almost agree with the rates of program operation in basic school of the rural area (47.7%).
On the basis of the rates, relative frequency has been calculated. In order to make a
comparison of relative frequency of operation of educational software in different concentres of
comprehensive school (primary, basic school) and considering school location (city site, regional
centre, rural area), mathematical statistics has been applied – a statistical index „t“ enabling to
check statistical significance of relative frequency deviation has been calculated (Table 3). The
table presents statistical significance of relative frequency deviation which is marked as follows:
*** - p< 0.001, ** - p< 0.01, * - p< 0.05, coloured – deviation is statistically insignificant.
Table 3.

Statistical indexes of relative frequency deviation and its statistical significance of
operation of educational software during the classes in world study and science
education.

Natural sciences

Complete data

Location

=2253;

City site

Regional centre

= 2717)

= 911;
= 1112)
N

= 706;
= 935)
N

(N
N

(N

Rural area

(N

= 636;
= 670)

(N
N

Biology

9,8***

7,3**

8,0***

0,1

Chemistry
Physics

6,7
17,2***

11,3
12,9***

12,0***
12,0***

3,3**
4,3**

**

***

Calculated statistical significance of relative frequency deviation indicates that only a single
case of comparison which is collating relative frequency of educational software operation in
primary and basic school of the rural area finds it statistically insignificant. In other cases of
comparison deviation of relative frequency remains statistically insignificant. An initial precondition
statistically confirms that educational software is more frequently applied in primary school during
the classes in world study.
The results of the latter and other research (Research on Operation and Implementation of
Educational software; 2003) were compared. The study examined educational software designed
to teach physics (Crocodile Technology) and chemistry (Crocodile Chemistry). Throughout national
research on schoolchildren’s achievements, a smaller number of the questioned learners agreed
that educational software was not employed when teaching chemistry and physics (67% and 69%
respectively). Meanwhile, research on operation and implementation of educational software
explained that 76% of the respondents did not operate educational software Crocodile Technology
during the classes in physics and 72% of those did not use educational software Crocodile Chemistry
during the classes in chemistry.
A deviation between two different results of the study can be explained by the fact that
research on implementation of educational software analysed the opinion about operation of
specific educational software. Meanwhile, throughout national research on schoolchildren’s
achievements, the learners’ position on general operation of educational software not identifying
specificity of the programs was examined.
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The evaluation of the established rates of operation of educational software faces the problem
of making a decision on an adequate level. How to compare the achieved results? What is the
optimal frequency of operating educational software? We suppose that finding an adequate
level of comparison is rather complicated as the frequency of operating the programs is determined
by a number of factors such as technical resources, teacher training, teaching purposes etc.
A comparison of the obtained results with the data on computer operation in the U.S. schools
presented by the National Centre for Education Statistics discloses that the frequency of computer
operation in the process of teaching sciences in Lithuania does not exceed 50% while in the U.S.
schools, 99% of teachers use computers in educational practice (U.S. Department of Education,
National Center for Education Statistics, 1999). 39% of the respondents claim applying computers
very often and 34.0 % of those - frequently. A comparison of the educational software operation
rates in the process of teaching sciences in Lithuanian comprehensive school with computer
operation in comprehensive schools of other Baltic regions does not show any serious deviations
(Information communication technologies development in education in the Baltic Countries (20042005), 2006). Considering the relativity of an adequate level, there is no need to evaluate computer
operation when teaching individual subjects according to the chosen adequate level. The obtained
data of research on operation of educational software quantitatively evaluate this educational
aspect in the second stage of employing information technologies.
Discussion
The implementation of information technologies in educational practice is most frequently
analysed in terms of school computerization i.e. the first stage of applying information technologies
is researched. This period is important and guarantees transition to the next stage of employing
information technologies which is operating them in educational practice of a number of subjects.
At the end of decade 9, computers as well as educational software were first applied in
educational practice of sciences. Out-of-date training aids used in educational practice teaching
sciences were replaced by educational software creating preconditions for clearer understanding,
better conveyance and advancement of knowledge, successful operation on the material of a studied
subject and an opportunity of applying the previously obtained knowledge in the new situations.
In terms of the situation ‘reason-outcome’, the evaluation of operation of educational
software in educational practice discloses that software employment is determined by the technical
preconditions that open up a possibility of operation of educational software. It has been confirmed
by the results of our research. A comparison between the rates showing operation of educational
software and the rates indicating technical resources in primary schools having a different status
of location declares a direct reliance.
Holistically, the evaluation of operation of educational software presents another proportion
of computer resources to operation of educational software. Occasionally a direct reliance between
the available computer resources and educational software does not exist. Our research proves
that more frequently educational software in basic school of the rural area rather than that of
the regional centre or city site is used. However, the number of computers devoted to teaching
individual subjects is higher in the city cite and regional centre schools rather than that in the rural
area. Moreover, it has been statistically approved that educational software in primary rather
than in basic school is applied more frequently, although the proportion of the number of the
primary school learners to the number of computers is 1:32 while the situation in basic school is
1:19.
From a holistic point of view, examination of operation of educational software shows that
resources of computer hardware as well as educational issues of this phenomenon must be thought
through. In the future, the problems of educational research should be holistically reasoned
considering operation of educational software in practice of teaching sciences and other subjects.
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Conclusions
Research reveals that educational software is more frequently applied during the classes in
world study in primary school rather than during the classes in natural sciences in basic school. A
deviation between operation of educational software in primary and basic school has been
statistically confirmed.
In terms of school location, research discloses that the schoolchildren of the city site and
regional centre (58%) rather than the learners of the rural area (48%) more frequently operate
educational software during the classes in world study. The basic school students of the rural area
rather than those of the city site and regional centre more regularly use educational software
during the classes in natural sciences (physics, chemistry, biology).
The rates of operation of educational software deviate in different classes of sciences: most
commonly the programs are employed in biology (41%), less frequently – in chemistry (33%) and
the most rarely - in physics (31%) classes.
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Ð åçþìå

ÈÑÏÎËÜÇÎÂÀÍÈÅ ÊÎÌÏÜÞÒÅÐÍÛÕ ÏÐÎÃÐÀÌÌ Â
ÍÀ×ÀËÚÍÎÉ È ÎÑÍÎÂÍÎÉ ØÊÎËÅ ÏÐÈ
ÏÐÅÏÎÄÀÂÀÍÈÈ ÅÑÒÅÑÒÂÅÍÍÎÍÀÓ×ÍÛÕ
ÄÈÑÖÈÏËÈÍ
Ïàëüìèðà Ïå÷þëÿóñêåíå, Ìàðèÿ Áàðêàóñêàéòå
Ïðîáëåìà èññëåäîâàíèÿ: Èñïîëüçîâàíèå êîìïüþòåðíûõ ïðîãðàìì ïðè ïðåïîäîâàíèè
åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íûõ äèñöèïëèí â íà÷àëúíîé è îñíîâíîé øêîëå â Ëèòâå íå èññëåäîâàëîñü. Ïîýòîìó
âîçíèêàåò ïðîáëåìà óíñòàíîâèòú ðàçëè÷èÿ èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ êîìïüþòåðíûõ ïðîãðàì ïðè ïðåïîäîâàíèè
åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íûõ äèñöèïëèí â íà÷àëúíîé è îñíîâíîé øêîëå ðàçíûõ ìåñòíîñòíåé (ãîðîäà, ðàèîííîãî
öåíòðà, äåðåâíè), íà óðîêàõ ðàçíûõ åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íûõ ïðåäìåòîâ: ôèçèêè, õèìèè, áèîëîãèè. Öåëü
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èññëåäîâàíèÿ - óñòàíîâèòü ÷àñòîòó èñïîëüçîâàíèÿ êîìïüþòåðíûõ ïðîãðàìì ïðè åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íîì
îâðàçîâàíèè ïî ýòûì ïðèçíàêàì: êîíöåíòð îáøåîáðàçîâàòåëüíîé øêîëû (íà÷àëüííàÿ, îñíîâíàÿ øêîëà),
ìåñòíîñòü (ãîðîä, ðàéîíûé öåíòð, äåðåâíÿ), ïðåäìåò åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íîãî îâðàçîâàíèÿ (ôèçèêà, õèìèÿ,
áèîëîãèÿ). Ìåòîäîëîãèÿ èññëåäîâàíèÿ. Îáúåêò èññëåäîâàíèÿ - èñïîëüçîâàíèå êîìïüþòåðíûõ ïðîãðàìì
â íà÷àëúíîé è îñíîâíîé øêîëå ïðè ïðåïîäîâàíèè ïðèðîäîâåäåíèÿ, åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íûõ ïðåäìåòîâ.
Ìåòîäû èññëåäîâàíèÿ: âòîðè÷íèé àíàëèç ðåçóëüòàòîâ íàöèîíàëüíîãî èññëåäîâàíèÿ äîñòèæåíèè
ó÷àùèõñÿ, ñòàòèñòè÷åñêèé àíàëèç. Îáúåì èññëåäîâàíèÿ - 2253 ó÷åíèêè ÷åòâåðòîãî êëàññà èç 117 øêîë
è 2717 ó÷åíèêîâ âîñìîãî êëàññà èç 124 øêîë. Ðåçóëüòàòû èññëåäîâàíèÿ. Â êîíöåíòðå íà÷àëüíîé
øêîëû ïðè ïðåïîäîâàíèè ïðèðîäîâåäåíèÿ, êîìïüþòåðíûå ïðîãðàììû èñïîëçóþòñÿ ÷àùå ÷åì â
êîíöåíòðå îñíîâíîé øêîëû ïðè ïðåïîäîâàèè åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íûõ ïðåäìåò. Ýòî ðàçëè÷èå ïîòâåðæäàåòñÿ
ñòàòèñòè÷åñêè. Â êîíöåíòðå íà÷àëüíîé øêîëû ïðè ïðåïîäîâàíèè ïðèðîäîâåäåíèå, êîìïüþòåðíûå
ïðîãðàììû ÷àùå èñïîëçóþòñÿ â øêîëàõ ãîðîäîâ è ðàéîíûõ öåíòðîâ. Â êîíöåíòðå îñíîâíîé øêîëû
ïðè ïðåïîäîâàíèè åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íûõ ïðåäìåòîâ êîìïüþòåðíûå ïðîãðàììû ÷àùå èñïîëçóþòñÿ â
äåðåâåíñêèõ øêîëàõ ÷åì â øêîëàõ ãîðîäîâ è ðàéîíûõ öåíòðîâ ÷àùå íà óðîêàõ áèîëîãèè, ÷åì íà
óðîêàõ õèìèè è ôèçèêè.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà
ñëîâà: êîíöåíòð íà÷àëüíîé øêîëû, êîíöåíòð îñíîâíîé øêîëû, ïðèîäîâåäåíèå,
åñòåñòâåííîíàó÷íîå îâðàçîâàíèå.
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